Dear [organization/group/unit]:

[Institution/Graduate School] is a partner in the Council of Graduate Schools’ “Enhancing Student Financial Education” project, an effort in collaboration with TIAACREF to inform graduate and undergraduate students about financial issues. The GradSense tools and resources were developed for students as they plan for academic and professional career success.

The GradSense student Web site (GradSense.org) is accompanied by a Twitter feed (@GradSense) and a Facebook page (facebook.com/gradsense).

Because you serve as an important campus source for motivating and informing students on financial issues, we would like to request your help in getting the word out to students. Please consider adding links to these outreach tools to your Webpage. GradSense tools can also be embedded into your site by following instructions available from CGS. If you are interested in receiving these instructions, please contact Nate Thompson at CGS (nthompson@cgs.nche.edu).

For more information about the Enhancing Student Financial Education project, please visit the CGS website (https://www.cgsnet.org/enhancing-student-financialeducation).